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SPANISh 4 OPTION I

The 4th TERM will be Pass/Lail

OPTION 1. If you have Internet, continue and complete OPTION 1. Completing all 34 duolingo.com
assignments is the minimum requirement to pass. If you do NOT have internet, complete Option 2.
Option 2 is for students that do not have internet access.

Requirement:
Duolingo.com (Required for Pass/Fail) - 27 Total duohingo.com Assignments

(4 lessons per assignment)
En ii ch men t:
Stuciyspanish.corn (enrichment) Highly recommended for learning the grammar
Yabbla.com (enrichment] - 16 Total Yabla.com Assignments
Spanishprogram.com/learnalanguage.com — Sentence building and Verbs -(enrichment)
Remember — The more completed assignments you have and the more you learn, the more you are
prepared for the next Spanish level.

At this time, 4th TERM grades are PASS/FAIL

cluolingo.com - 27 total assignments
DUE DATE - May 29th
Must. do all 27 to PASS

Yabla.corn - 16 total assignments
Enrichment — not required
Recommend doing your best!!!!

Recommended sources for learning:

PACKET Associated website(s)

Packet spanishprograrns.com or
spanishprograms Iearnalanguage.com

n a ho nal spanish exam. org

nat ion a Isp an she x am .0 rg

moodle@hayward.k12.wi.us

stud yspa n ish .com

span ishd ict.com

kwiziq.com

Resource

CoLirse sentence bLlilding and vocabulary and verbs
(Restaurant, Becoming Acquainted, Survival Expressions,
Comprehending Native Speakers, Communications)
Verbs

Vocabulary

NSE Vocabulary

Remaining grammar you should know to move on in Spanish:
1154 Por and Para P83 Subjunctive VII
(155 Irreg Comparatives P84 Subjunctive VIII
1177 Subjunctive I ((85 Rel. Pronouns que
1178 Subjunctive II ((86 Rel. Pronouns quien
1179 Subjunctive III #87 Rel.Pronouns — el que and lo que
((80 Subjunctive IV lIRel. Rel. Adjective cuyo
1181 Subjunctive V ((89 Rel. Pronouns and Adjective Rev
#82 Subjunctive VI
This list does not include studyspanish.com materials sve have
already covered, but are important to know, such as preterit,
imperfect, etc....

Grammar

Grammar, vocabulary and more.

Gracias,
Señor Bergman

Packet—

Verbs

Packet

NSF Vocabulary

If you would like to talk to me for any help or direction, I will hold “office hours” from 9am 11am Monday through Friday at 715
634 4471. Alternatively, you can email me anytime at dbergman@hayward.k12.wi.us.



SPANISH 4 OPTION 2 THIS IS FOR STUDENTS THAT DO NOT HAVE INTERNET ACCESS

2019 20 4 TERM Expectabons:

The 4th
TERM will be Pass/Fail

REQUIRED WORK FOR PASS/FAIL: “Diaries” — Writing a daily journal with 15 verbs per day minimum
L)iarios must be nand written, with verbs underlined.
Every day must be started with “Hay es (clay) el (date) de (month), 2020”.
rvlttst complete one diarlo for Monday through Friday of each week. Starung Monday, Apnl 20r

and ending Friday, May
29th.

• 0arios are due weekly by Friday at 4:00pm (see submission options be(ow)
• If you do not have 30 entries with at least 15 verbs each day for the 4” term, you will not pass.
• Your “diarios” should be submitted by(1) taking a picture of your diaries and emailing them to me, (2) scanning your diarios

and emailing them to me, or (3) handing a physical copy in to the high school office. Absolute due date for all 4” term
charios is May 29”, 2020 (by 4:00pm).

• Use your packets and any other resources you can find to help you write your diaries.
• Use your packets to demonstrate that you are learning sentence structure, vocabulary, verbs, noun/adi.ective agreement,

gender of nouns, other grammar functions, etc.
• Remember the more completed assignments you have and the more you learn, the more you are prepared for the next

Spanish level.

Recommended sources for learning:
PACKET Associated website(s) Resource
Packet spanishprograms.com or Course sentence building and vocabulary and verbs
spanishprograms learnalanguage.com (Restaurant, Becoming Acquainted, Survival Expressions,

Comprehending Native Speakers, Communications)
Packet— nationalspanishexarn.org Verbs
Verbs

Packet-- . nationalspanishexam.org, Vocabulary
NSE Vocabulary

duolingo.com There are 34 assignments (4 lessons per assignment) that you
can do to help you with sentence structure, vocabulary,
listening, and more.

moodle@hayward.k12.wi.us NSE Vocabulary
yabla.com There are 17 assignments that you can do to help you with

listening practice and more.
study.spanish.com Remaining grammar you should know to move on in Spanish:

((54 Per and Para 1183 Subjunctive VII
1155 Irreg Comparatives 1184 Subjunctive VIII
((77 Subjunctive I 1185 Rel. Pronouns que
1178 Subjunctive II 1186 Rel. Pronouns quien
((79 Subjunctive Ill 1187 Rel.Pronouns — el que and lo que
1180 Subjunctive IV ItRel. Rel. Adjective cuyo
1181 Subjunctive V 1189 Rel. Pronouns and Adjective Rev
((82 Subjunctive VI
This list does not include studyspanish.com materials we have
already covered, but are important to know, such as preterit,
imperfect, etc....

spanishdict.com Grammar
kwiziq.com Grammar, vocabulary and more.

If you would like to talk to me for any help or direction, I will hold “office hours” from 9am — 11am Monday through Friday at 715
634 4471. Alternatively, you can email me anytime at dbergman@hayward.k12.wi.us.

Gracias,
Señor Bergman




